Degradation modeling is an effective approach for reliability assessment, remaining useful life prediction, maintenance planning, and prognostics health management. Degradation models are usually developed based on degradation data and/or prior understandings of physics behind degradation processes of products or systems. Further, the effects of environmental or operational conditions on degradation processes and the knowledge about the dependency between degradation processes help improve the explanatory capabilities of degradation models. This paper presents a comprehensive review of existing degradation modeling approaches commonly used in engineering applications. To assist practitioners in understanding the concept of degradation modelling, the existing methods are classified into two broad categories: the data-driven approach and physics-based modelling approach. By systematically reviewing these approaches, we highlight their merits, useful applications and limitations. Finally, we provide a summary and indicate several future research challenges in this important area of reliability engineering.
Introduction
Degradation of a system is an inherent process influenced by internal and external factors including environmental and operating conditions. Degradation, such as damage accumulation over time, is usually an irreversible process leading to failure when the accumulated damage exceeds a natural or predetermined threshold level. For a critical system, such failures may cause severe losses. Therefore, it is imperative to understand and model the system's degradation behavior for prediction and prevention of potential failures so that subsequent losses can be effectively avoided. For the past few decades, extensive research has been conducted in the area of degradation modelling for reliability analysis and other applications.
Compared to failure time data, degradation data provide valuable information on product failure behavior for making quick reliability assessment and other logistic decisions. The characteristics of degradation data and the methods used for data collection play a significant role in selecting appropriate degradation models. Generally, such data come from laboratory tests, field applications and/or real-time condition monitoring data collected either at normal operating or at accelerated stress conditions. These data can be the direct measurements of degradation processes (e.g., crack growth, decrease in light intensity of light emitting diodes) or the measurements of other characteristics that are closely related to the product's degradation process (e.g., vibration, change in output voltage, temperature).
Sometimes complex systems may experience multiple degradation processes affected by randomly changing covariates, such as temperature, humidity, and voltage. So far, some research effort has been focused on capturing the interaction and dependency of degradation processes along with their influences on failure propagation, and on the impact of shocks that accelerate these failure processes [Peng et al., 2010; Pan and Balakrishnan, 2011; Lin et al., 2016] . In a variety of engineering applications, more and many other complex situations must be dealt with. For a practitioner, it is critical to construct a proper degradation model that can capture the true degradation behavior of a product in the field.
To this end, a comprehensive understanding about the state-of-the-art is essential.
In recent years, degradation-based reliability analysis has gained momentum for getting some insights into product behavior and reducing the overall product development time. An increasing emphasis on accelerated degradation testing has created a need for further research on degradation modelling. In recent years, efforts have been made to compile and review the current state of research on degradation modelling. Si et al. [2011] focused their review on remaining useful life (RUL) estimation for a product. Their effort confined to statistical data-driven approaches that mostly rely on historical data and statistical models. Ye and Xie [2015] classified existing degradation models into stochastic process models, general path models, and others with a focus on stochastic models. Recently, Zhang et al. [2015] provided a review on degradation model-based RUL estimation approaches for systems with heterogeneity. Because of the increasing interest in degradation-based reliability analysis, it would be valuable to conduct a comprehensive review on the state-of-the-art of degradation modelling.
The main purpose of this review is to categorize the existing literature and summarize the latest research progress to assist researchers and practitioners in acquiring a clear comprehension of the subject area. The existing degradation modelling methods are classified into two broad categories: the data-driven and physics-of-failure based models. Data-driven models are established using statistical fitting to the observed degradation data without considering degradation mechanisms. On the other hand, physics-based models capture the failure mechanisms or physical phenomena to build a mathematical description of the degradation process. This review also covers degradation modelling for complex systems subject to multiple correlated degradation processes, and the recent research on different shock models and their effects on prevailing degradation processes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 provides a discussion on basic degradation models and analysis methods. The work on modelling multiple degradation processes is summarized in section 3. Section 4 presents a summary of degradation models considering random shocks. Finally, section 5 concludes this work and provides a brief discussion on future research challenges.
Degradation Models
The following sub-sections briefly discuss those degradation models in the two categories.
Data -driven models
Data-driven models are becoming increasingly popular when it is difficult to capture and understand the physics behind a degradation process. These models can be classified into two subcategories: statistical models and artificial intelligence models. In the first subcategory, the general path and stochastic process models have been widely used. The artificial intelligence approaches, such as neural networks, have also been used in reliability estimation using degradation data. The following sub-sections provide more detailed discussion and recent advances in each of these subcategories.
General path model
In general statistical models for continuous degradation data, also called general path model, the degradation process is described as a function of time, possibly with a set of fixed-effects parameters and a set of random-effects parameters. Lu and Meeker [1993] presented a general nonlinear regression model to characterize the degradation path of a random population of units. The model can be represented as:
where represents the observed degradation, and (•) represents the actual degradation of the i th unit at time (tij).  is the vector of fixed-effects parameters (common for all units), i is the vector of random-effects parameters representing the characteristics of the i th unit, and ij is associated random error of the i th unit at time tij which is assumed to be   N(0, 2 ) with zero mean and variance  2 .
Several extensions of the general path model have been made by considering different types of statistical modelling approaches for different applications. For example, Freitas et al. [2009] used a linear degradation path model to estimate the lifetime distribution of train wheels. They considered a single random parameter with lognormal, Weibull, and normal distributions. Yu [2006] assumed a linear degradation path with a reciprocal Weibull-distributed degradation rate to determine the optimal design of an accelerated degradation test. Although the simplicity of linear random-effects model is an advantage, it might not be a good representative for the actual degradation path compared to a nonlinear random-effects model. Usually, nonlinear models may capture the degradation behavior better, and thus can provide better model fitting to the actual data. Bae and Kvam [2004] modelled the degradation path of highly reliable light display components as a nonlinear randomcoefficient model, which allows for a non-monotonic degradation path to capture the burn-in characteristic of the component. Bae et al. [2007] discussed additive and multiplicative degradation models to derive the lifetime distribution of degraded components. In the additive model, the random effects are added to the mean path of degradation, while in the multiplicative model, the random effects are multiplicative to the mean degradation.
The error term (i.e., ) captures the effect of product and environmental noise, signal transients, measurement errors, and/or variations due to monitoring equipment. It is often assumed to be independent and identically distributed as N (0,  2 ). Realizing such an assumption my not be valid for all degradation data, Lu et al. [1997] considered non-constant variance for the error term. Gebraeel et al. [2005] considered both Brownian motion error and independent normal random error models. They showed the Brownian motion error model is more appropriate when the successive errors are correlated.
Realizing that operational and environmental conditions also influence the degradation behavior of a product, Meeker et al. [1998] Model parameter estimation is another important issue in developing degradation models. For the general path model, the parameters can be estimated using either the frequentist approach or the Bayesian alternative. A frequentist approach uses historical data only to estimate the model parameters of interest. For example, Lu and Meeker [1993] proposed a two-stage approach to estimate model parameters. In the first stage, a regression method is used to obtain the unknown parameters for each unit. Later, the parameter estimates obtained for each unit are used to estimate the measurement-error variance, fixedeffects parameters, and the random-effects parameters. Later, Wu and Tsai [2000] presented a fuzzy-weighted estimation method to modify the two-stage procedure proposed by Lu and Meeker [1993] . Lu et al. [1997] proposed a model with random regression coefficients and a standard-deviation function for analyzing linear degradation data for semiconductors. They estimated the model parameters using the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method. Su et al. [1999] considered a random coefficient degradation model with a random sample size for each product unit and used the MLE for parameter estimation. Unlike the frequentist approach, the Bayesian approach combines the degradation data with a prior belief to derive a posterior distribution of the model parameters. For example, Gebraeel et al. [2005] developed a Bayesian updating method that uses real-time condition monitoring data to update the stochastic parameters of an exponential degradation model. Chen and Tusi [2013] proposed a two-phase model to characterize the degradation process of rotational bearings in an effort to improve the accuracy of degradation modelling and prediction. They used a Bayesian framework to integrate historical data with up-to-date in situ observations on new working units. Recently, proposed a constrained Kalman filtering (CKF) approach to model and update the degradation path. The CKF approach is more effective for modeling degradation signals than the conventional Bayesian model when the degradation signals are significantly contaminated by random noise.
The general path models are widely used due to their simplicity, capability to model continuous processes and allow different variance-covariance structures of the response vector. Nevertheless, sometimes these models might not well describe the actual degradation process because of oversimplification of reality. Further, general path models consider the inherent degradation to be deterministic and thus have difficulty in capturing the time-varying behavior of a product. Their inability to capture the temporal variability and the uncertainty inherent in the progression of deterioration over time limits their engineering applications.
Wiener processes
Wiener process is also called Gaussian process or Brownian motion with drift. In general, a Wiener process can be expressed as [Whitmore and Schenkelberg, 1997] :
where ν is the drift parameter showing the rate of degradation, σ is the volatility parameter, B(· ) is the standard Brownian motion, and Λ(t) is a monotone increasing function representing a general time scale. The process W(t) is often used to represent system degradation and has the following properties:  W(0) = 0 almost surely;  W(t) is a continuous process having stationary and independent increments, i.e., ΔW(t) = W(t+Δt) − W(t) is independent of W(s) for s ≤ t, and Δ ( )~( (Λ( + Δ ) − Λ( )), 2 (Λ( + Δ ) − Λ( ))).
Due to its useful mathematical properties and physical interpretations, the Wiener process has been extensively used for modeling degradation processes [Wang, 2010; Whitmore, 1995] . When the mean of degradation is linearly increasing, the Wiener process with linear drift is used. Further, the distribution of the first passage time, i.e., the time when the degradation process first reaches the critical failure threshold, follows an inverse Gaussian distribution. For some nonlinear degradation processes, the mean degradation path can be linearized using appropriate transformation. For example, time-scale transformation was applied to model the degradation of transistors [Whitmore, 1995] and beam bridges [Wang, 2010] . In Elwany and Gebraeel [2009] , log-transformation was applied to the nonlinear degradation data. However, not all nonlinear degradation processes can be properly linearized. Recently, nonlinear structures have been proposed to capture the dynamics of nonlinear degradation processes [Si et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2014] . Furthermore, Wang et al. [2014] proposed a general degradation-modelling framework for hybrid deteriorating systems, which have both linear and nonlinear degradation components.
The temporal variability, measurement variability, and unit-to-unit variability are three sources of variation that affect degradation modelling [Zheng et al, 2016] . Wiener process can capture inherent uncertainty associated with the progression of degradation over time. To consider the effects of measurement errors, Whitmore [1995] added an error term to the basic model Eq. (2) by assuming measurement errors are independent and identically distributed following a normal distribution. Later, Ye et al. [2013] showed that the approach in Whitmore [1995] does not make full use of the data and proposed a modified Wiener process with mixed effects. Recently, researchers have proposed random-effects Wiener process models to capture the heterogeneity or unit-to-unit variability within the product population. Peng and Tseng [2009] incorporated the random effects of a drift coefficient and measurement errors into a Wiener process. They assumed that different units have different drift parameter values of ν while having the same volatility parameter σ. Furthermore, to reduce the computational effort, Si et al. [2013] assumed that the drift parameter ν is normally distributed. Peng and Tseng [2013] used a skewed-normal distribution to model drift coefficients. All the models discussed so far assume volatility parameter σ as a constant for all units. However, in many real-world applications, the correlation between drift and volatility parameters cannot be ignored. Additionally, efforts have been made to include the influence of environmental and other operating stress factors in Weiner process models. Initially, it was assumed that drift parameter ν is a function of these covariates and volatility parameter σ is assumed to be a constant [Liao and Tian, 2013; Liu et al., 2017] . For example, Liao and Tian [2013] considered a single degrading unit under time-varying operating conditions. They modelled the degradation process as a Brownian motion with instantaneous drift parameter governed by an acceleration function, such as a linear model, Arrhenius model, or inverse power law [Elsayed, 1996] . Bian et al. [2015] proposed an approach to take into account environment/operating conditions that are stochastically evolving according to a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC). For any given unit, the degradation rate is a function of the state of CTMC. Later on, Ye et al. [2015] considered cases where both the drift and volatility parameters are dependent on changing environmental conditions according to respective stress-acceleration relationships.
Although Wiener processes have been used to model many degradation phenomena, they are not suitable for modelling monotonic degradation processes, such as wear or cumulative damage processes. In addition, a one-phase Wiener process is not applicable for many devices exhibiting multi-phase degradation. In fact, the degradation rates of such devices may change at some point in time due to the change in degradation mechanism. To overcome the limitation of Wiener process model, Bae et al. [2015] proposed two-phase and multi-phase Wiener processes to model distinct phases of degradation.
Gamma processes
Abdel-Hameed [1975] first suggested Gamma process as a useful model for degradation processes. It is appropriate to use Gamma process when the gradual damage is monotonically increasing or decreasing over time, such as fatigue, corrosion, and crack growth [Grall et Van Noortwijk [2009] reviewed the application of Gamma process in maintenance, its statistical properties, and parameter estimation methods. Gamma process-based models can easily manage temporal variability in degradation process [Pandey et al., 2009] , while the unit-to-unit variability can be modelled by introducing random effects into the basic model. For example, Lawless and Crowder [2004] proposed Gamma process-based models by assuming that the scale parameter is a random variable that follows a Gamma distribution. They used the proposed model to take into account different degradation rates of individual units. considered the unit-to-unit variability and used the score statistic to test the existence of random effects. Moreover, Lu et al. [2013] presented an efficient estimation method to filter out the effect of random noise from the measured degradation data. Recently, Le Son et al. [2016] modelled system deterioration by a non-homogeneous Gamma process and used Gibbs sampling to approximate the hidden degradation states contaminated by noise. Pulcini [2016] proposed a perturbed Gamma process by assuming measurement errors are normally distributed with mean zero and standard deviation that depends on the actual degradation level. Regarding parameter estimation, the conventional methods such as MLE, method of moments, and Bayesian method can be used to estimate the parameters of a Gamma process. Guo and Tan [2009] proposed a Bayesian approach to update parameter estimates when additional information becomes available. obtained the MLE through an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm. They also showed that estimating the shape function η(·) in a nonparametric manner does not require prior knowledge about η(·).
The use of Gamma process for degradation modelling is getting popular as it has a physical interpretation and its mathematical representations are straightforward. Moreover, the model takes into account the temporal variability of a degradation process. On the other hand, its Markov property and the fact that it is strictly applicable to monotonic processes may restrict its application for some degradation processes.
Inverse Gaussian processes
The inverse Gaussian (IG) process has been used to model monotone degradation data when other processes do not fit the data very well such as GaAs laser degradation data [Wang and Xu, 2010] The IG probability density function ( Λ(t), Λ(t) 2 ) is defined as:
where the process parameters, μ and λ, represent the degradation rate and degradation volatility, respectively.
Recently, IG process has received more attention in modelling degradation data because of its mathematical properties and flexibility in dealing with random effects and covariates. Wang and Xu [2010] proposed IG process to model the degradation data of GaAs lasers by incorporating both the unit-to-unit variability and covariate information into the model. Later, developed two other random-effects models to make IG process more flexible than Gamma process in considering unit-to-unit variability. They also attempted to explain the physical meaning of IG process by presenting the relationship between the IG process and the compound Poisson process. Further, Peng et al. [2014] improved the randomeffects models by modifying the parameter structure of the simple IG process model to consider the situations where the random effects influence only the mean value of the degradation process. Recently, Peng [2015] also proposed an inverse normal-gamma mixture of an IG process model. Interestingly, there is an inverse relationship between Wiener and IG processes that allows many of Wiener process properties to be extended to the IG process. Moreover, the IG process is flexible for incorporating random effects and covariates in degradation data analysis. It is easier to determine the probability density function and cumulative distribution function of RUL analytically in an IG process model.
Finite-state degradation models
Unlike the Wiener process, Gamma process and inverse Gaussian process models, a finite-state Markov process is a stochastic process that evolves through a finite number of states. Due to the Markov property, the future state of the process is independent of past states given the current state. In Markovian-based degradation models, the transition probabilities (or rates) depend only on the states involved in the transition. In real-world applications, however, the transition probabilities (or rates) may also depend on other factors, such as the actual level of degradation, the time when the product reached the current state, the sojourn time, the total age of the system, and some covariates [Chen and Wu, 2007; Chen, 2011] . Semi-Markovian models extend the application of Markovian-based models by incorporating the effects of these factors. Moghaddass and Zuo ., 2010] . In these models, however, the transition rates (or the transition probability for a discrete-time process) are independent of the age of the system. Therefore, these models are not applicable when the degradation process depends on both the sojourn time at each state and the total age of a system. On the other hand, nonhomogeneous discrete-time and continuous-time semi-Markov processes provide more general models that cover many other structures . For example, the degradation transitions between states in a single system can follow non-identical structures and the transitions between states can depend on any combination of influential factors.
All the models depicted in Figure1 are based on the assumption that the degradation process is directly observable. However, in many cases, the degradation level is not directly accessible due to the complexity of degradation process or nature of the product type. To deal with such cases, hidden Markov models (HMM) and hidden semi-Markov models (HSMM) have been developed. The HMM deals with two different stochastic processes: an unobservable degradation process and a measurable characteristic that is dependent on the actual degradation process. In HHMs, finding a stochastic relationship between the degradation process and the observation process is essential for condition monitoring and reliability analysis. HMMs have been used successfully in a wide range of applications. For example, Bunks and McCarthy [2000] first discussed using HMMs for condition-based maintenance. Baruah and Chinnam [2005] applied HMMs to carry out both diagnostic and prognostic for metal cutting tools. They identified the health state of the cutting tool by modelling vibration signals as the observation process. Wang [2007] presented a wear prediction model based on stochastic filtering and hidden Markov theory to describe the relationship between the wear process and the observed oil condition using a floating scale parameter. Despite a rich mathematical structure of HMMs and many successful applications, the Markov property and constant transition rates do not allow HMMs to model temporal structures.
Some of the limitations of HMMs were managed in HSMMs by allowing the underlying unobserved state process to be a semi-Markov chain with a variable duration or sojourn time for each state. This consideration provides more flexibility for incorporating and modelling temporal structures [Yu, 2010] . Dong et al. [2006] developed an integrated methodology based on HSMMs for equipment health diagnosis and prognosis. Furthermore, Dong and He [2007] presented an approach for performing multi-sensor equipment diagnosis and prognosis by modelling the duration of a health state using an explicit Gaussian probability function. They also introduced new forward and backward variables to improve computational efficiency. However, these methods assume that the state transition probabilities would remain constant without considering the age of the product. To address this issue, Peng and Dong [2011] proposed an age-dependent HSMM-based prognosis method to predict equipment health. In another extension, a nonhomogeneous continuous-time HSMM process was used for modelling the degradation and observation processes . These models essentially consider that the transition between two states can depend on the two states involved in the transition, the time that the last state was reached, the time spent at the current state, the total age of the system, and some covariates involved.
A few other researchers have also considered time-varying environmental or operating conditions and updated the model parameters using on-line data. Zhou et al. [2010] proposed a new prognosis model by combining the capabilities of the HMM and belief rule base (BRB) to model the effects of environmental factors on degradation states. They used the BRB to establish the relationships between the environmental factors and the transition probabilities among the hidden states of the system. Cholette and Djurdjanovic [2014] presented a context-dependent degradation modelling based on the concept of HMM. Their methodology utilizes historical information about known operational conditions to train a series of operation-specific HMMs. Recently, Zhang et al. [2016] presented a condition-based monitoring methodology based on operating regime-specific HMMs of system degradation. The parameters of HMM are identified along with the corresponding estimation uncertainty using a Bayesian estimation approach. Regarding HSMMs, Liu et al. [2012] proposed a new multi-step-ahead health recognition algorithm based on a joint probability distribution. They enhanced the capability of HSMM for online health prognostic of equipment using a sequential Monte Carlo method. Later, Liu et al. [2015] proposed an adaptive HSMM for health prognostic of multi-sensor monitoring equipment to reduce the computation and space complexity.
Despite the extensive use of Markovian-based models for degradation modelling, a few limitations restrict their wider applications. From a practical application point of view, defining the discrete degrading states and estimating corresponding transition probabilities or rates has been one of the biggest challenges.
Other models
Artificial intelligence methods, such as neural networks and fuzzy logic, belong to another set of data-driven models for degradation modelling and prediction. A neural network model learns from given inputs in a way to produce the desired outcome. After learning from historical data, the network model can be used to predict system status. Gebraeel and Lawley [2008] developed a neural network-based degradation model for computing the remaining life distributions of partially degraded components and updated those using in-situ condition monitoring signals. Malhi et al. [2011] applied recurrent neural networks for long-term prediction of defect progression in machines. For the first time, Fink et al. [2014] applied multilayer feed-forward neural networks with multi-valued neurons to degradation modelling and reliability prediction. The main benefit of using artificial neural networks is its ability to model complex multidimensional degradation signals, for which analytic models are difficult to obtain. However, the requirement for large amounts of training data limits the application of neural networks. Kan et al. [2015] reviewed the application of artificial neural networks and discussed thoroughly their advantages and limitations.
Another set of data-driven models uses fuzzy logic that maps an input data vector to a scalar output to handle non-linear, non-stationary, and complex system modelling. Zio and Di Maio [2010] proposed fuzzy similarity analysis for estimating the RUL of a system. Neuro-fuzzy systems, the combination of fuzzy logic and neural networks, have been used in many studies to take the advantage of both fuzzy logic and neural networks [Zhao et al., 2009; Soualhi et al., 2014] .
Filtering-based models provide another approach to modelling unobservable degradation processes using observed condition monitoring (CM) data or signals. In particular, Kalman filter considers the unobserved condition, , and the observed CM data, , following the state space equations: = −1 + and = + , where and are Gaussian noises, and and are the model parameters [Jouin et al., 2016] . Extended Kalman filter, an extension to Kalman filter, can be applied for nonlinear systems [Kan et al., 2015 ]. In addition, particle filter, also referred to as sequential Monte Carlo, can be used for a nonlinear system with non-Gaussian noise [Jouin et al., 2016 ].
Physics-based approach
Physics-based models consider a product's failure mechanisms in describing the degradation process. These models quantitatively characterize the product's failure behavior using physics laws. The application of physics-of-failure (PoF) models require clear understandings of failure mechanisms and potential failure locations at a particular loading condition. The loading condition could be thermal, mechanical, chemical, electrical, and other types of stresses responsible for the failure process. For electronic devices, typical failure mechanisms are corrosion, fatigue, electromigration, conductive filament formation, stress-driven diffusion voiding, and time-dependent dielectric breakdown. The primary failure mechanisms in mechanical components include material yield, stress fracture, corrosion, wear, creep, shock and fatigue.
A majority of physics-based degradation models consider available PoF models, such as Arrhenius, Eyring, and Inverse Power models [Meeker et al., 1998; Fan et al., 2011] . Arrhenius model has been widely used when the acceleration variable is temperature. Eyring model is often used for incorporating temperature and one or more additional stress variables. Inverse power model has been widely used to estimate the RUL of electronic devices when the accelerating variables are non-thermal. In addition, the Paris crack growth [Paris and Erdogan, 1963] and Forman crack growth models [Forman et al., 1967] are the two commonly used models for structural elements that establish the relationship between the crack growth rate and stress.
Several efforts have been made in the past to model degradation phenomena using PoF model-based approaches. Pecht and Dasgupta [1995] presented an overview of PoF models for electronic devices and discussed a case study of a conductive filament formation failure mechanism in printed circuit boards. Adams [2002] modelled the damage accumulation in a dynamic structural system using first and second order nonlinear differential equations. Gu et al. [2007] proposed a PoF-based prognostic methodology to estimate the RUL of printed circuit boards subjected to cyclic/vibration loads. Kulkarni et al.
[2013] developed a physics-based degradation model for electrolytic capacitors under thermal stress conditions. Yang et al.
[2013] reviewed the use of PoF methods on wire bonding interconnects in power electronic modules and addressed the effect of exposure duration to the temperature loads on the bond degradation rate. Further, they developed a model for wire bond fatigue, which could analyze the cycle-to-failure under different steady-state temperature and thermal cycle conditions. The PoF models were also employed to model the degradation processes of mechanical components, such as rolling element bearing, rotor shaft, and ball bearings. Li et al. [2014] used the Paris-Erdogan model to characterize the dynamic evolution of a rolling element bearing. Oppenheimer and Loparo [2002] modelled a rotor shaft crack growth using the Forman law of linear elastic fracture mechanics and used the model for predicting its health condition. A stress-based fatigue life model is proposed by Yu and Harris [2001] to model the life of ball bearings. Recently, Zhao et al. [2013] developed an integrated gear prognosis method by combining both physics-based models and real-time condition monitoring data. They modelled the crack propagation using the Paris' law, and an error term is added to model uncertainty. Further, the PoF models were combined with probabilistic techniques to address the limitations of data availability and to capture randomness or uncertainties. To capture loading patterns and conditions, Rathod et al. [2011] proposed a methodology for modelling the probabilistic distribution of the damage accumulation measure and failure time to assess product reliability. Guang et al.
[2012] proposed a stochastic PoF method to determine the momentum of a wheel subject to accelerated testing.
Several methods have been proposed to estimate model parameters, including Kalman filter, extended Kalman filter, and particle filter methods [Swanson, 2000; Zio and Peloni, 2011] . These three methods are based on the filtering technique, which update model parameters recursively by taking one measurement data at a time. An et al., 2011 presented a statistical model parameter identification approach using Bayesian inference when the model parameters are correlated and the observed data are biased and contaminated by noise.
Generally, the physics-based methods are quite useful due to their ability to capture a physical phenomenon. Compared to data-driven approaches, this approach provides a better means to handle the bias in measured data and is able to explain the behaviour of a system in a wide range of operating condition. On the other hand, the PoF models require a complete understanding of the failure mechanisms and theories. Therefore, it is difficult to develop such models for the damage evolution processes of complex systems.
Modeling Multiple Degradation Processes
Failures of a complex engineering system may be caused by multiple degradation processes. As a result, it is important to consider multiple degradation processes simultaneously for system reliability assessment. Some of the earlier work on multiple degradation modelling assumed that the degradation measures are either independent [Crk, 2000] or dependent with a multivariate normal distribution [Wang and Coit, 2004] . For example, Crk [2000] assumed that system failure is governed by several independent mechanisms and presented an effective way to estimate the system's reliability by monitoring each degradation measure. In practice, assuming independent degradation processes eases the modeling of multiple degradation processes, but it may not be realistic and can lead to poor or ineffective modelling of component and system reliability. To address this concern, Wang and Coit [2004] proposed a multivariate degradation model based on a multivariate normal distribution. Recently, the use of copula in modelling dependent degradation measures has gained more attention. Pan and Balakrishnan [2011] adopted a bivariate Birnbaum-Saunders distribution and its marginal distributions to approximate the reliability function of a system with two Gamma degradation processes. Sari [2007] showed the use of copula to model the dependency between two or more degradation processes and modelled the degradation data with a generalized linear model.
Recently, Pan et al. [2013] introduced bivariate degradation models based on Wiener processes and captured the dependency among stochastic degradation models via a copula. The parameters of the two degradation models and the copula were estimated jointly using Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo method (Bayesian MCMC). employed the copula method to fit the joint distribution of multiple degradation processes, and used an EM algorithm to estimate model parameters. Furthermore, Peng et al. [2016a] introduced a new type of bivariate degradation process model based on the IG process and copula. They presented a two-stage Bayesian method to estimate the model parameters for both complete and incomplete degradation data. Subsequently, Peng et al. [2016b] proposed a generalized multivariate hybrid degradation process model that considers both monotonic and non-monotonic degradation processes and captures the influence of environmental and loading profiles.
Some researchers have attempted to model degradation processes of systems comprising of stochastically dependent components. The limited literature that considers stochastic dependency can be divided into two groups. In the first group, an external event or the failure of one component triggers the stochastic dependency between components. The triggering event can influence those affected components in three possible ways: leads to an immediate failure with a certain probability, increases degradation rate, or changes the degradation levels of remaining affected components [Nicolai and Dekker, 2008] . In , the stochastic dependency among multiple degradation processes was modelled by defining each component's degradation path as a combination of an independent degradation mean and common random degradation factors. They limited the dependency between components to the shared environmental or operating stresses. Recently, Liang and Parlikad [2015] considered a multi-component system consisting of critical and non-critical components. They modelled both normal degradation and accelerated degradation processes of the system using a CTMC with the understanding that the malfunction of a noncritical component leads to the transition of a critical component from its normal degradation path to the accelerated degradation path.
Another group of models focuses on scenarios where the degradation behaviour of components is influenced by one another. To model this phenomenon, Bian and Gebraeel [2014a] considered that the degradation level of one component affects the degradation rate of other components in the system. They assumed that when the degradation signal of one component reaches a certain value, it triggers a change in the degradation rate of other interdependent components. Later, Bian and Gebraeel [2014b] extended their previous work by considering the fact that component interactions can occur on a continuous basis. They modelled multivariate component degradation signals using a linear system of stochastic differential equations. Similarly, Eryilmaz [2014] considered two-component systems where degradation processes of the two multi-state components follow a Markov process, and modelled the dependence of the components using a copula. Recently, Dao and Zuo [2016] considered a multistate series system with two types of stochastic dependency among components: the failure of a component can instantly cause complete failure of other components, and a component's degradation affects the state and the degradation rate of components.
Degradation Models Considering Random Shocks
Random shocks represent an exogenous process that may affect system degradation. Usually, random shocks are independent but can propagate failure process by influencing the degradation rate of a degradation process and in some cases, initiating failure processes. Initially, researchers attempted to model both degradation processes and random shocks as independent competing failure processes. For example, Klutke and Yang [2002] proposed an availability model for a system exposed to both degradation and shocks. In addition, other researchers analyzed systems by assuming independent failure processes including both degradation processes and random shocks [Li and Pham, 2005] .
To consider the interaction between random shocks and degradation processes, Peng et al. [2010] considered two dependent failure processes: soft failures caused jointly by continuous degradation and a sudden increase in degradation level caused by a shock, and catastrophic failures caused by an abrupt and excessive stress from the same shock process. Wang and Pham [2011] proposed a dependent competing risk model for a deteriorating system subject to shocks. They assumed that shocks follows a nonhomogeneous Poisson process with an increasing rate of occurrence based on the fact that an aged system is more vulnerable to the shocks. Similarly, Wang et al. [2011] considered the influence of a periodic shock process on the degradation process. The effect of shock on performance causes either a sudden increase in the failure rate or a change in the degradation level after the occurrence of a shock.
Later, Jiang et al. [2012] extended the work of Peng et al. [2010] by considering two kinds of dependency between soft and hard failure processes: 1) both processes are dependent due to the same shock process, and 2) the hard failure threshold level is dependent on the shock process. Liu et al. [2013] considered both soft and hard failures assuming that the failure rate of hard failure depends on the age and/or the system's degradation state. Rafiee et al. [2014] modelled the effect of shocks on the degradation rate considering different shock models: extreme shock model, δ-shock model, m-shock model, and run shock model. Recently, Jiang et al. [2015] investigated two dependent competing failure processes and categorized shocks into different shock zones. Their model is more realistic as shock loads outside the range of system resistance tolerance are assumed to cause abrupt damage.
For more complex systems, they may experience multiple degradation processes and shocks, making reliability modelling more difficult. Wang and Pham [2012] developed an s-dependent competing risk model for a system subject to multiple degradation processes and random shocks using time-varying copula. They used a time-scaled covariate factor to adjust the correlation between degradation processes and random shocks. Similarly, Song et al. [2014] developed a new multicomponent system reliability model subject to multiple dependent competing failure processes. Lin et al. [2016] considered a system having both continuous and multi-state degradation processes subject to random shocks. The dependency among degradation processes and the influence of random shocks on these processes was addressed by piecewise-deterministic Markov process modelling.
Most of the earlier work on degradation models considering random shocks assumed linear degradation processes. Recently, Jiang et al. [2015] and Caballe et al. [2015] used Gamma processes to model nonlinear degradation. In addition, Kim et In summary, significant efforts have been taken on modelling the effects of random shocks on degradation processes. However, most of the work does not consider the dependency between a sudden change in degradation rate or level caused by random shocks and the current degradation level. After all, it is often true that weaker systems with a higher level of degradation are more vulnerable to shocks and/or sudden excessive loads.
Conclusion and Further Research
This paper presents a comprehensive review of degradation modelling methods. In particular, the current literature is classified into two broad categories: data-driven and physics-based degradation models. Different models for a single degradation process and the related work are provided for each of these categories. In addition, this review also includes the methods for modelling multiple degradation processes and the effect of random shocks on degradation processes
The modelling techniques developed so far need to be improved further to deal with more complex and hybrid systems. It is believed that there is a need to address the following future research concerns.
 Most of degradation models are developed based on several assumptions that simplify model formulation and reduce the computational complexity. In particular, most of the current literature deals with a single degradation process. However, new hybrid technologies consisting of mechanical, electronic, software and several other elements result in more complex physical systems. These elements, sometimes miniaturized elements, of complex physical systems exhibit multiple degradation processes. To deal with multiple degradation processes, which could be dependent, in a complex system, more advanced stochastic models and statistical methods need to be developed with the help of the increasing capability of modern computational technology.  Engineering systems usually operate in time-varying operating conditions. The variation in operating conditions causes degradation processes to evolve in a complex manner. It is, therefore, important to develop loading-dependent degradation models that are able to capture the degradation behaviour of the systems in response to the field operating conditions.  Both data-driven and physics-based models have some unique advantages over each other. Degradation modelling capabilities can be further improved by combining the two types of models. A hybrid degradation modelling approach essentially takes the advantages of both modelling approaches. Some effort has been put in this direction, but more research needs to be done to assist practitioners in utilizing their knowledge about PoF while enhancing data analysis using advanced statistical methods.  The advancement in sensor technology has made it possible to simultaneously collect real-time data on multiple degradation processes. Such data could be collected from regions with different operating environments. The huge amount of data may be in different forms, such as time series or images. Those multi-dimensional data provide an excellent opportunity for future research on building more realistic degradation models for reliability prediction. This will require more refined analytical techniques to handle multi-dimensional data, and advanced data fusion techniques, such as multi-dimensional covariate analysis, noise reduction and Bayesian analysis.  New emerging research issues that need to be addressed are related to decision making in logistics. The analysis of real-time degradation data of a system in the field can facilitate RUL prediction, real-time maintenance planning, and effective spare parts inventory management. To this end, more research is required to integrate degradation modelling into logistic decision-making strategies.
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